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Methods 

Cost estimates 

The National Hospital Cost Data Collection Report, Average separation cost, Table 1 Round 

19 (1) was used for hospital costs. The Australian Medical Association estimated costs of 

GP visits in 2016 (2) were used for GP services and the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme 

Schedule at March 2016 (3) was used for prescribed medicines where each drug by dose 

was matched by name with that appearing in the Schedule of Pharmaceutical Benefits. Over 

the counter (OTC) therapies were monetised using 2018 market price data (4), the time point 

at which the economic analyses were initiated and at which price data were available. No 

adjustment for inflation. Each drug was priced based on its name, dose and frequency of use 

as recorded by the research staff with the exception of oral corticosteroid (OCS) use. For 

OCS, to take account of titration over the course of an OCS prescription, OCS cumulative 

consumption was first calculated. The cumulative milligram (mg) was then valued at 

$0.02AUD, the cost per mg based on a pack of 30, 25mg tablets in March 2016. When OCS 

use was titrated, cost was based an assumed equal distribution of consumption across the 

doses recorded.  Other antibiotics were valued at the mid-point of combined range in base 

case analysis ($23.21), and highest of combined range in sensitivity analyses (AUD79.61 for 

95% upper bound confidence interval and AUD159.22 for twice the upper bound estimate. 

 

As use of antibiotics may present an externality to society from higher healthcare costs and 

lost productivity arising from higher mortality (5) these were included in analyses as an 

example of indirect healthcare costs. Similarly, with respect to corticosteroid induced 

morbidity (6) the cost of treating morbidities induced based on exposure were incorporated 

into analyses as a further example of indirect morbidity costs. Healthcare costs were 

estimated based on all healthcare use except for OTC costs, antimicrobial resistance (AMR) 

costs and induced morbidity costs– the first was treated as having fallen on the individual 



rather than the healthcare system and the second as an externality borne by society. As it is 

not possible with certainty to ascertain where induced morbidity costs would be borne across 

differing healthcare systems, they were assigned conservatively as being borne ultimately by 

society, rather than assigned to healthcare.   

Antimicrobial Resistance costs 

AMR costs were estimated per antibiotic course consumed at the midpoint of the range for 

cost per course associated with various types of antibiotics prescribed as previously 

described (5).  Figures were converted to AUD to adjust for purchasing power parity at 

USD1 = AUD1.49.  The midpoint of the range in each instance exceeded the mean cost per 

course and served to increase AMR cost estimates to the detriment of the intervention 

group. For the intervention group the AMR costs of 48 additional prescriptions associated 

with the use of azithromycin as a trial intervention were added to this. This exceeds the 

actual number taken by the intervention group. This further served to overestimate AMR 

costs to the disadvantage of the AZM treatment group and serve to reflect concerns around 

AMR costs biasing downward the intervention’s cost-effectiveness and serving to make 

estimates of its relative value conservative.   

The cost of AMR was estimated using US data from 2008 to 2014 on the relationship 

between antibiotic consumption by humans and instances of antimicrobial resistance to first 

line treatment across five pathogens  (Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus); Escherichia 

coli (E. coli); Klebsiella pneumoniae (K. pneumonia); Acinetobacter baumanii (A. ; 

baumanii) and; Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P. aeruginosa). In brief for a given class of 

antibiotic the correlation between human use and instances antimicrobial resistance along 

with their associated 95% confidence intervals were calculated using data from 2008 to 2014 

for each pathogen. These were multiplied by the incremental cost of treating patients with 

resistant infections as compared with sensitive ones combined with the indirect productivity 

losses due to excess mortality attributable to resistant infections. The former was estimated 

based on the Medical Panel Expenditure Survey and the latter based on a human capital 



approach applied to estimated instances of premature death due to antimicrobial resistance 

multiplied by per capita GDP and assumptions regarding years of productive life lost with 

adjustment for discounting and productivity  growth.   

 

Estimates were initially based on a “standard unit (SU) of consumption” – namely the 

smallest identifiable dose given to a patient. The resulting economic costs per SU of 

antibiotic consumed in each pathogen were then aggregated for each pathogen in which that 

antibiotic class was implicated to calculate the cumulative economic cost per antibiotic 

consumed for each drug class. For example, as quinolones are assumed to drive resistance 

in all 5 pathogens the cost of resistance per standard unit of quinolones would be the sum of 

the estimated cost of resistance across for all 5 pathogens. Cost estimates per standard unit 

were subsequently multiplied by the number of standard units that would constitute a course 

of treatment for an adult based on estimates from the British National Formulary. 

 

Upper and lower bound estimates of cost per course were based on the 95% confidence 

intervals for correlation coefficients used to estimate instances of resistant infection across 

the five pathogens and a range of 5–20 productive life years assigned to each excess death 

to calculate the indirect cost. Full details are reported in Shrestha et al 2018.” 

Corticosteroid induced morbidity 

Estimates of the additional annual healthcare costs associated with various levels of 

systemic steroid exposure in the UK were used (6). Based on these and the levels of OCS 

exposure observed in the data, it was possible to estimate an annual corticosteroid induced 

morbidity cost for both control and intervention groups. Estimated costs were adjusted for 

purchasing power parity to Australian dollars at £1 = AUD 2.07. 



 

Productivity losses 

The average adult fulltime weekly earnings of AUD$1575.4 (7) were used were used to 

estimate a per day cost assuming a 40-hour working week of AUD$315.08. Assuming each 

day/night in hospital resulted in one lost day of work, these were combined with observed 

length of hospital stay to estimate lost production costs using a human capital approach.  

Willingness to pay (WTP) to avoid an exacerbation 

The WTP to avoid an exacerbationwas estimated using previous data [8]. This 

estimates the WTP per month to avoid an exacerbation that involves a trip to the 

doctor of ER of €109. This implies a WTP per year to avoid an exacerbation of 

approximately €1312 prices (12 times €109 allowing for rounding) in 2007 prices. 

This was converted to AUD$2113 based on an exchange rates of €1 = AUD1.61, 

adjusted for inflation to 2016 at 25% (sourced from 

https://knoema.com/atlas/Australia/Inflation-rate). The cost of AZM was estimated 

using published sources [12]. 

Sensitivity Analyses 

To facilitate interpretation a simple linear regression was used in each instance with the ratio 

of the estimated coefficients on treatment group with respect to cost and outcome providing 

an estimate of the incremental cost effectiveness ratio (ICER).  ICERs were re-estimated 

when the distribution of societal costs was winsorized (i.e. extreme values replaced by the 

values of the distribution observed at the 99th percentile) to assess the effect on results of 

outliers. The lowest and highest 1 percentile of societal costs was used for this purpose. 

Given the role of antibiotics in AMR is an issue of concern, further focus was given to AMR 

costs. Twice the upper bound estimate of the AMR cost per course for each type of antibiotic 

were used to assess the impact of uncertainty regarding the cost of AMR on estimated cost-

effectiveness. Twice the upper bound estimate was chosen arbitrarily from the same 

https://knoema.com/atlas/Australia/Inflation-rate


published source used to estimate the mid-point of the AMR range used in the base case 

analysis (5).  

Further, there is also uncertainty around the willingness to pay (WTP) to avoid an 

exacerbation. The cost-effectiveness of the intervention was subsequently re-assessed 

based on the estimated health-related quality of life difference and QALY gain between the 

two groups. The health related quality of life decrement associated with an exacerbation was 

estimated as the drop in utility from 0.89 (9) to 0.65 for a moderate exacerbation (10), 0.53 

(9) for a severe exacerbation that did not involve a hospital stay and 0.33 (9) for a severe 

exacerbation that did involve a hospital stay based on data from published references (9,10). 

The decrement was estimated to last 8 weeks out of 52 based on published references (11). 

Data on differences in the number of admissions, moderate and severe exacerbations for 

the two group were used to calculate the utility decrement associated with each type of 

exacerbation which was weighted by estimated duration per year (8/52 = 0.1538) of an 

exacerbation and multiplied by $64,000, the threshold WTP for a QALY in Australia (12).  

In the base case analysis individuals on whom there was incomplete data were treated as 

missing at random; costs and outcomes were assumed complete at the point where they 

were lost to follow-up (44 intervention group; 37 control group). A sensitivity analysis was 

undertaken in which data on these observations were removed from the analysis and 

complete cases only used. There was no significant difference in months of data lost 

between the two groups or in NMBs when re-estimated. 

 

Results 

Table S1: Resource use and service costs 

Service Cost (AUD) Source 

GP visit $78 [2] 



ER visit $449 [1] 

Inpatient night $1901 [1] 

Anti-microbial cost (per course) Macrolides (0.3 – 7.45) 

Quinolone (3.13 – 76.29) 

Co-amoxiclav (3.28 – 81.80) 

Amioglycoside (0.6 – 13.56) 

Cephalosporins (1.49– 38.14) 

Phenoxymethlypenicillin (1.64 

– 40.83) 

[5] 

 

Steroid induced morbidity per 

course 

$921.85 - $6,796.85 [6] 

Lost productivity per day $315.08 [7] 

Oral steroid cost $0.02 per mg [3] 

Other prescribed drug costs As per prescribed amount [3]     

Over the counter drug costs As per purchase https://www.chemistwarehous

e.com.au/ 

Willingness to pay to avoid an 

exacerbation 

$2651 [8] 

AZM $10 [12] 
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